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Abstract—Background: Do we always need complex methods for software effort estimation (SEE)? Aim: To characterize the essential
content of SEE data, i.e., the least number of features and instances required to capture the information within SEE data. If the
essential content is very small, then 1) the contained information must be very brief and 2) the value added of complex learning
schemes must be minimal. Method: Our QUICK method computes the euclidean distance between rows (instances) and columns
(features) of SEE data, then prunes synonyms (similar features) and outliers (distant instances), then assesses the reduced data by
comparing predictions from 1) a simple learner using the reduced data and 2) a state-of-the-art learner (CART) using all data.
Performance is measured using hold-out experiments and expressed in terms of mean and median MRE, MAR, PRED(25), MBRE,
MIBRE, or MMER. Results: For 18 datasets, QUICK pruned 69 to 96 percent of the training data (median = 89 percent). K ¼ 1 nearest
neighbor predictions (in the reduced data) performed as well as CART’s predictions (using all data). Conclusion: The essential content
of some SEE datasets is very small. Complex estimation methods may be overelaborate for such datasets and can be simplified. We
offer QUICK as an example of such a simpler SEE method.
Index Terms—Software cost estimation, active learning, analogy, k-NN
Ç
1 INTRODUCTION
ACCURATE software effort estimation (SEE) is needed formany business tasks such as project plans, iteration
plans, budgets, investment analysis, pricing processes, and
bidding rounds. Such estimates can be generated via expert-
based methods that use human expertise (possibly augmen-
ted with process guidelines, checklists, and data) to
generate predictions [1], [2]. Alternatively, model-based
methods can summarize old data with data miners that
make predictions about new projects [3], [4].
The SEE literature is particularly interested in the
summarization of old data by various model-based meth-
ods. The SEE literature review of Jorgensen and Shepperd
[5] reports that 61 percent of the selected studies deal with
the introduction of new methods and their comparison to
old ones. These methods range in complexity from:
relatively simple nearest neighbor methods [6], to iterative
dichotomization methods, e.g., classification and regression
trees (CART) [7], to complex search-based methods that,
say, use tabu search to set the parameters of support vector
regression [8] or exponential-time genetic algorithms that
select best features or instances [9], to intricate search for
stability through heuristic rejection rules like COSEEKMO
[10], to ensemble of multiple estimation methods [11]. The
justification for the complexity of the introduced method is
a critical yet mostly overlooked issue. We argue that the
complexity of the learning method should be matched to
the essential content of the data. Given a matrix of
N instances and F features, the essential content is
N 0  F 0, where N 0 and F 0 are subsets of the instances and
features, respectively. The methods learned from N 0 and F 0
perform as well as those learned from N and F .
This paper reports a search for N 0 and F 0 using a novel
method called QUICK. QUICK computes the euclidean
distance between the rows (instances) of SEE datasets. That
distance calculation is also performed between matrix
columns (features) using a transposed copy of the matrix.
QUICK then removes synonyms (features that are very
close to other features) and outliers (rows that are very
distant to the others). QUICK then reuses the distance
calculations a final time to find estimates for test cases,
using the nearest neighbor in the reduced space.
The more complex the estimation methods become, the
more prone they become to operator error. This is a
growing problem. Shepperd et al. [12] report that the
dominant factor that predicts for method performance is
who operates the data miner (and not which dataset is
studied, and not which data miner is used). This is a very
troubling result that suggests our sophisticated data
mining methods are now so complex that they have
become very troublesome and error-prone. This paper
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argues that the complexity of the estimation methods is
only necessary if the added value is worth it.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: The
symbols used in this manuscript are listed in Table 1. The
related work is discussed in Section 2. Section 3 introduces
QUICK and its execution on a toy example. Our methodol-
ogy is explained in Section 4. Section 5 shows experimental
results. Section 6 reports sanity check results on proprietary
datasets and Section 7 discusses threats to validity. Section 8
is a discussion of this work from the perspective of
industrial practitioners. Future work and conclusions are
listed in Sections 9 and 10.
2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Active Learning
In active learning, some heuristic (in our case, each row’s
popularity value) is used to sort instances from most
interesting to least interesting. The data are then explored
according to that sort order. Learning can terminate early if
the results from all N instances are not better than from a
subset of M instances, where M < N .
There is a wealth of active learning studies in machine
learning literature. For example, Dasgupta [13] seeks
generalizability guarantees in active learning. He used a
greedy active learning heuristic and showed that it is able
to deliver performance values as good as any other
heuristic in terms of reducing the number of required
labels [13]. QUICK also uses a novel heuristic, i.e., the
popularity of instances, so as to decide which instances to
label first. Furthermore, similar to the active learning
strategy provided by Dasgupta, QUICK’s performance is
comparable to that of supervised learners. Balcan et al. [14]
show that active learning provides the same performance
as a supervised learner with substantially smaller sample
sizes. Although applied on a different type of datasets (i.e.,
SEE datasets) and using a different heuristic than Balcan
et al.’s work, QUICK also shares the observed results of an
active learning solution, e.g., similar performance to
supervised learners with substantially smaller sample sizes.
Wallace et al. [15] used active learning for a practical
application example. They proposed a citation screening
method based on active learning augmented with a priori
expert knowledge. QUICK differs from that method in the
sense that it does not use any a priori knowledge. However,
the similarity arises from the fact that both methods use
dataset properties to provide an ordering of the instances to
be labeled.
In software engineering, the practical application ex-
emplars of active learning can be found in software testing
[16], [17]. In Bowring et al.’s [16] study, active learning is
used to augment learners for automatic classification of
program behavior. Bowring et al. show that learners
augmented with active learning yield a significant reduc-
tion in data labeling effort and they can generate compar-
able results to those of supervised learning. The similarity
between Bowring et al.’s work to our research is the fact that
in both studies active learning is used as a means to reduce
the data labeling effort without decreasing the estimation
performance in comparison to supervised learners that use
all the labels available. The difference between the two
studies is that Bowring et al. used the labels as provided by
the active learning algorithm to feed learners (e.g., Markov
models), whereas in our case, the estimation phase coming
from a learner (1 nearest neighbor) is a built-in part of
QUICK. Xie and Notkin [17] used human inspection as an
active learning strategy for effective test generation and
specification inference. In their experiments, the number of
tests selected for human inspection was feasible; the direct
implication is that labeling required significantly less effort
than screening all single test cases. In our study, QUICK
does not require human inspection in its execution, yet its
use is similar to Xie and Notkin’s work, i.e., to reduce the
effort of labeling by reducing the instances to be labeled.
Hassan and Xie [18] list active learning as part of the future
of software engineering data mining, and this paper
proposes a novel method in this direction.
2.2 Instance and Feature Subset Selection (FSS)
One other way to view QUICK’s outlier pruning is as an
unsupervised instance selection algorithm. Supervised algo-
rithms require instance labels, while unsupervised ones
execute on unlabeled data. Instance selection algorithms
generate prototypes, i.e., a subset of the data which best
represents the predictive properties of the whole data. A
standard result in instance selection is that most of the rows
in a matrix of data can be removed without damaging the
predictive power of rules learned from the remaining data.
For example, Chang’s [19] prototype generators explored
three datasets A;B;C of size 51,415,066 instances, which
were reduced down to 7, 9, and 9 percent of the original
data, respectively. For example, Li et al. [9] use a genetic
algorithm to search for the subset of instances that yield the
best estimates. The TEAK algorithm of Kocaguneli et al. [20]
clustered instances, then selected clusters with low class
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TABLE 1
The Symbols Used in This Paper
label variance. The difference of QUICK from supervised
instance selection methods is that it does not require
detailed costing data on all instances, whereas supervised
methods require project “labels” on all examples.
Another way to view QUICK’s synonym pruning is as an
unsupervised FSS algorithm. It is well known that selecting a
subset of the SEE dataset features can improve the
estimation performance. For example, Lum et al. [21]
capture and report the best practices in SEE. One of the
fundamental suggestions among the best practices is FSS.
They show that both manual and supervised FSS methods
improve estimation performance [21]. Other FSS examples
are the stepwise regression (SWR) [22] and principal
component analysis (PCA) [11], [23]. The common property
of the aforementioned FSS algorithms, except for PCA, is
that they are supervised. Supervised algorithms require the
instance labels (i.e., dependent variables). QUICK, on the
other hand, is an unsupervised FSS algorithm. Unlike
supervised algorithms, QUICK can execute without labels,
which removes the necessity of label collection prior to FSS.
In comparison to PCA, QUICK’s method of finding feature
subsets is easier to implement and understand, in particular
for those without a considerable machine learning back-
ground. QUICK only requires knowledge of normalization
of an array of instances and the calculation of the euclidean
distance. PCA, on the other hand, requires the user to know
the concepts of correlation between the features and the
orthogonal transformation [24]. Unlike QUICK, PCA’s
output is not a subset of the individual features that a user
sees on the datasets, but rather a new set of—less
correlated—features (principal components), which are
linear combinations of the original features.
3 QUICK
QUICK is an active learning method that assists in reducing
the complexity of data interpretation by identifying the
essential content of SEE datasets. QUICK works as follows:
1. Group rows and columns by their similarity,
2. Discard redundant columns (synonyms) that are too
similar,
3. Discard outlier rows (outliers) that are too distant,
4. In the remaining data, generate an estimate from the
nearest example.
The following sections provide detailed information on
these steps.
3.1 Pruning Synonyms
Synonyms are features closely associated with each other.
QUICK removes such redundant features as follows:
Step 1: Transpose dataset matrix. This step may or may not
be necessary depending on how the initial dataset is stored.
However, rows of SEE datasets usually represent past
project instances, whereas the columns represent the
features defining these projects. When such a matrix is
transposed, the project instances are represented by
columns and project features are represented by the rows.
Note that columns are normalized to the 0-1 interval before
transposing to remove the superfluous effect of large
numbers in the next step.
Step 2: Generate distance matrices. For the transposed
dataset DT of F instances, the associated distance matrix
(DM) is an F  F matrix keeping the distances between
every feature pair according to euclidean distance function.
For example, a cell located at the ith row and jth column
(DMði; jÞ) keeps the distance between the ith and
jth features (diagonal cells (DMði; iÞ) are ignored).
Step 3: Generate ENN and Eð1Þ matrices. ENN ½i; j shows
the neighbor rank of “j” w.r.t. “i,” e.g., if “j” is “i’s” third
nearest neighbor, then ENN ½i; j ¼ 3. The trivial case where
i ¼ j is ignored, i.e., an instance’s nearest neighbor does not
include itself. The EðkÞ matrix is defined as follows: If i 6¼ j
and ENN ½i; j  k, then EðkÞ½i; j ¼ 1; otherwise, EðkÞ½i; j ¼
0. In synonym pruning, we want to select the unique
features without any nearest neighbors. For that purpose,
we start with k ¼ 1; hence, E(1) identifies the features that
have at least another nearest neighbor and the ones without
any nearest neighbor. The features that appear as one of the
k-closest neighbors of another feature are said to be
popular. The “popularity index” (or simply “popularity”)
of feature “j,” “PopðFeatjÞ,” is defined to be PopðFeatjÞ ¼Pn
i¼1 Eð1Þ½i; j, i.e., how often the “jth” feature is some
other feature’s nearest neighbor.
Step 4: Calculate the popularity index based on Eð1Þ and select
nonpopular features. Nonpopular features are the ones that
have a popularity of zero, i.e., PopðFeatiÞ ¼ 0.
3.2 Pruning Outliers
Outlier pruning is similar to synonym pruning—with
certain important differences: With synonym pruning, we
transpose the data to find the distances between “rows”
(which in the transposed data are features). Then, we count
the popularity of each feature and delete the popular features
(these are the features that needlessly repeated the
information found in other features). With outlier pruning,
we do not transpose the data before finding the distances
between rows. Then, we count the popularity of each row
and delete the unpopular rows (the instances that are most
distant from the others). Note that the dataset used to prune
outliers contains only the selected features of the previous
phase. Also, note that the terms feature and variable will be
used interchangeably from now on. Following is the steps
of the outlier pruning phase:
Step 1: Generate distance matrices. For a dataset D of
size N , the associated DM is an N N matrix whose cell
located at row i and column j (DMði; jÞ) keeps the distance
between the ith and jth instances of D. The cells on the
diagonal (DMði; iÞ) are ignored. Note that current D comes
from the phase of synonym pruning; hence, it only has the
selected features.
Step 2: Generate ENN and Eð1Þ matrices. ENN ½i; j shows
the neighbor rank of “j” w.r.t. “i.” Similar to the step of
synonym pruning, if “j” is “i’s” third nearest neighbor, then
ENN ½i; j ¼ 3. Again, the trivial case of i ¼ j is ignored
(nearest neighbor does not include itself). The EðkÞ matrix
has exactly the same definition as the one in synonym
pruning phase: If i 6¼ j and ENN ½i; j  k, then EðkÞ½i; j ¼ 1;
otherwise, EðkÞ½i; j ¼ 0. In this study, the nearest neighbor-
based ABE is considered, i.e., we use k ¼ 1; hence, E(1)
describes just the single nearest neighbor. All instances that
appear as one of the k-closest neighbors of another instance
are defined to be popular. The “popularity index” (or
simply “popularity”) of instance “j,” “PopðjÞ,” is defined to
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be PopðjÞ ¼
Pn
i¼1 Eð1Þ½i; j, i.e., how often “j” is someone
else’s nearest neighbor.
Step 3: Calculate the popularity index based on Eð1Þ and
determine the sort order for labeling. As shown in Table 2, the
popular instances j with PopðjÞ  1 (equivalently, Eð1Þ½i; j
is 1 for some i) have a median percentage of 63 percent
among all datasets, i.e., more than one-third of the data is
unpopular with PopðjÞ ¼ 0. Following this observation, we
speculated that if we label data in order of its popularity,
then we would be labeling the most important projects first.
Step 4: Find stopping point and halt. The notion behind
instance selection is to reach conclusions using fewer
instances. To test that, QUICK labels some instances
(adding them to the active pool) then stops; we have
defined the following stopping rules:
1. All instances with PopðjÞ  1 are exhausted.
2. Or there is no estimation accuracy improvement in
the active pool for n consecutive times.
3. Or the  between the best and the worst error of the
last n instances in the active pool is very small.
For the error measure in point #3, we used “magnitude
of relative error (MRE),” i.e., the magnitude of relative error
(absðactual predictedÞ=actual). MRE is only one of many
possible error measures. As shown below, even though we
guide the search using only MRE, the resulting estimations
score very well across a wide range of error measures. In
our experiments, we used n ¼ 3 and  < 0:1. The selection
of ðn;Þ values is based on our engineering judgment. The
sensitivity analysis of trying different values of ðn;Þ can
be promising future work.
Retaining policy of instances is different from that of
features. Instances with high popularity are retained,
whereas for the features, high popularity is a reason to be
discarded. Distant instances without any neighbors are
likely to be outliers, and we expect an essential set of
instances with high popularity to capture the essential
content of a dataset. Distant features with low popularity
are expected to reflect a different view of the data, whereas
features with high popularity may be sharing information
with their neighboring features.
3.3 Examples
This section offers a small example of QUICK. Assume that
the training set of the example consists of three instances/
projects: P1, P2, and P3. Also assume that these projects
have one dependent and three independent features. Our
dataset would look like that shown in Fig. 1.
3.3.1 Synonym Pruning
Step 1: Transpose dataset matrix. After normalization to the
0-1 interval then transposing our dataset, the resulting
matrix would look like that shown in Fig. 2.
Step 2: Generate DMs. The DM keeps the euclidean
distance between features. Fig. 2 is used to calculate the DM
in Fig. 3.
Step 3: Generate ENN and Eð1Þ matrices. According to
the DM in Fig. 3, the resulting ENN ½i; j in Fig. 4 shows the
neighbor ranks of features. Using ENN , we calculate the
Eð1Þ matrix (Fig. 5) that identifies the features with at least
another nearest neighbor.
Step 4: Calculate the popularity index based on Eð1Þ and select
nonpopular features. Popularity of a feature is the total of
Eð1Þ’s columns (see the summation in Fig. 5). Nonpopular
features are the ones with zero popularity. In this toy
example, we only select Feat3 because it is the only column
with zero popularity.
3.3.2 Outlier Removal and Estimation
In this phase, QUICK continues with only the selected
features. Now, our dataset looks like that shown in Fig. 6.
Step 1. The first step of QUICK in this phase is to build the
DM. Since projects are described by a single attribute Feat3,
the euclidean distance between two projects will be the
difference of the normalized Feat3 values. Fig. 7 shows
the resulting DM.
Step 2. Creating the ENN matrix based on the DM is the
second step. As we are creating the ENN matrix, we
traverse the DM row by row and label the instances
depending on their distance order: The closest neighbor is
labeled 1, the second closest neighbor is labeled 2, and so
on. Note that diagonal entries with the distance values of 0
are ignored as they represent the distance of the instance to
itself, not to a neighbor. After this traversal, the resulting
ENN is given in Fig. 8.
Step 3: Calculating the popularity index based on ENN and
determining the labeling order. Remember from the previous
section that Eð1Þ is generated from ENN : Eð1Þ½i; j ¼ 1 if
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TABLE 2
The Percentage of the Popular Instances (to Dataset Size)
Useful for Prediction in a Closest Neighbor Setting
Only the instances that are closest neighbors of another instance are
said to be popular.
Fig. 1. Three projects defined by three independent features/variables
and a dependent variable.
Fig. 2. Matrix after normalizing and transposing D.
ENN ½i; j ¼ 1; otherwise, Eð1Þ½i; j ¼ 0. The popularity index
associated with each instance is then calculated by sum-
ming the values in every column (i.e., the sum of the first
column is the popularity index of the first instance, the sum
of the second column is the popularity index of the second
instance, and so forth). The Eð1Þ matrix and the popularity
indices of our example are given in Fig. 9. Note that EðkÞ
matrices are not necessarily symmetric; see Eð1Þ of Fig. 9.
Step 4: Finding the stopping point. The change in the active
pool for the toy example is shown in Fig. 10. In an actual
setting, we only move from Roundi to Roundiþ1 if the
stopping rules do not fire.
4 METHODOLOGY
4.1 Datasets
Our study uses a total of 18 datasets (listed in Table 3),
COCOMO datasets (cocomo*, nasa*), which are collected
with the COCOMO approach [25]. Three of these datasets
(nasa93_center_1, nasa93_center_2, nasa93_center_5) come
from different NASA development centers around the
United States. Three other datasets are mostly from South-
ern California aerospace companies (cocomo81e, coco-
mo81o, cocomo81s). An important note here is the
handling of nominal values of the datasets that were
collected according to the COCOMO method. The COCO-
MO datasets can have nominal values such as “low,” “high,”
“very-high,” and so on, and these values also have
corresponding numeric values as explained by Boehm
[25]. In our paper, we converted nominal values to their
numeric equivalents. Another widely used dataset in SEE is
the desharnais dataset that contains software projects from
Canada. It is collected with that function points approach.
Be aware that the desharnais dataset has missing values for
three projects. Standard ways of handling missing values
are: 1) Throw away the projects with missing entries or
2) use imputation [24] to derive the missing values from
complete projects. We opted for the latter option and used
mean imputation for the missing values. SDR contains data
from recent projects of various software companies in
Turkey. SDR is collected by Softlab, the Bogazici University
Software Engineering Research Laboratory [26], and it is
one of the newest datasets used in this research. The albrecht
dataset consists of projects completed by IBM in the 1970s,
and details are given in [27]. The finnish dataset contains 40
projects from different companies and was collected by a
single person in the 1990s. The two projects with missing
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Fig. 3. DM for features.
Fig. 4. The ENN matrix for features, resulting from the DM of Fig. 3.
Diagonal cells are ignored.
Fig. 5. Popularity of the features. Popularity is the sum of the Eð1Þmatrix
columns.
Fig. 6. Three projects defined by Feat3 (say, KLOC) and effort (say, in
staff months).
Fig. 7. The DM of the projects P1, P2, and P3.
Fig. 8. The ENN matrix resulting from the DM of Fig. 7. Diagonal cells
are ignored.
Fig. 9. Popularity is the sum of Eð1Þ’s columns.
Fig. 10. The change in the active pool for the toy example. In an actual
setting, the transition between Roundi to Roundiþ1 is governed by the
stopping rules.
TABLE 3
The 681 Projects Used in This Study Come from 18 Datasets
Indentation in column one denotes that the indented dataset is a subset
of its nonindented parent.
values are omitted here; hence, we use 38 instances. More
details can be found in [28]. kemerer is a relatively small
dataset with 15 instances; details can be found in [29].
maxwell is another relatively new dataset (projects from the
late 1990s to early 2000s) that comes from the finance
domain and is composed of Finnish banking software
projects. Details are given in [30]. miyazaki contains projects
developed in COBOL. For details, see [31].
4.2 Algorithms
In this study, we use nearest neighbor and CART methods.
We justify our selection of SEE methods as follows: Several
papers conclude that CART and nearest neighbor methods
are useful comparison algorithms for SEE. Walkerden and
Jeffrey [32] endorse CART as a state-of-the-art SEE method.
There are two recent studies published in the IEEE Transac-
tions on Softare Engineering commenting on what effort
estimation methods are the best [11], [33]. These studies
assert that in terms of assessing new effort estimation
methods, existing methods such as CART’s regression tree
generation may be more than adequate, e.g., Dejaeger et al.
[33] found little evidence that learners more elaborate than
CART offer significant value added. Our own results endorse
the conclusions of Walkerden et al.: A study of 90 effort
estimators that use all combinations of 10 preprocessors and 9
learners to build ensemble methods [11]. The preprocessors
were normalization, various discretizers, and feature selec-
tors. The learners included k-NN (with k ¼ 1, k ¼ 5), linear
and SWR, CART, and neural nets. As might have been
predicted by Shepperd and Kadoda [34], the ranking of the
estimators varied across different datasets and the different
accuracy estimators. However, we found a small group of 13
estimators (all variants of CART and k-NN aided with
preprocessors) that were consistently the best performing
methods. These methods were some combination of the
following preprocessors and learners.
The preprocessors studied in [11] are logging (log) and
normalization (norm). With the norm preprocessor, numeric
values are normalized to a 0-1 interval using (1). The
normalization is to ensure that no individual variable has
greater influence than others:
normalized ¼ ðactualV alueminðallV aluesÞÞðmaxðallV aluesÞ minðallV aluesÞÞ : ð1Þ
With the log preprocessor, all numerics are replaced with
their natural logarithm value. This procedure minimizes the
effects of the occasional very large numeric values.
The learners studied in [11] were: 1) an iterative
dichotomizer, CART, 2) an instance-based learner, ABE0-kNN.
Iterative dichotomizers like CART find the attribute that
most divides the data such that the variance of each
division is minimized. The algorithm then recurses on each
division. Finally, the cost data of the instances in the leaf
nodes are averaged to generate the estimate.
ABE0-kNN is our name for a very basic type of ABE that
we derived from various ABE studies [9], [35], [36]. In ABE0-
kNN, independent variables are first normalized to the 0-1
interval, then the distances between test and training
instances were measured according to a euclidean distance
function. Note that standard euclidean distance function
requires numeric values in the datasets, which is valid in this
research. However, it is suggested that a reader willing to
use ABE0-kNN on datasets that contain nonnumeric values
consider alternative solutions that adapt the euclidean
distance function to handle nonnumeric values. This caution
is also valid for logging and normalization. Following the
previous step, k nearest neighbors are chosen from the
training set and then their median cost value is returned as
the estimate. We adopted a single k value in this study.
ABE0-1NN: Only the closest analogous instance is chosen.
The median of a single value is itself; therefore, the estimated
value is the actual effort value of the closest neighbor.
The two preprocessors and the learners are combined to
form two different algorithms: 1) log&ABE0-1NN and
2) norm&CART. We will use two different versions of
log&ABE0-1NN: the one working on the so-called active pool
(the pool that contains only the instances labeled by
QUICK) and the one working on a training set with all
instances labeled. For convenience, we will name the former
“activeNN” and the latter “passiveNN.” Note that the
activeNN is our QUICK algorithm. Since we have only
one CART-based algorithm (norm&CART), the learner name
(CART) and the algorithm name (norm&CART) will be used
interchangeably from now on. Note that the two prepro-
cessors and two learners yield four possible combinations
and we use only two of them. Elsewhere [37], we compared
all four possible combinations (together with a total of
90 different methods) on a total of 20 datasets using seven
different error measures. This comparison showed that
log&ABE0-1NN and norm&CART perform better than the
other two combinations; hence, we use them.
4.3 Experimental Design
Our experimental rig has three parts:
1. Generate baseline results. Apply CART and passi-
veNN on the entire training set.
2. Generate the active learning results. Run QUICK.
3. Compare the baseline results against results of
QUICK.
The first part of the experimental rig aims at generating
baseline results of successful supervised learners (CART and
passiveNN) that have been shown to have high performance
[11], [32], [33] (a detailed discussion on the choice of these
learners can be found in Section 4.2). The baseline results
will be used to compare the success of the proposed active
learning method, QUICK. The second part of the experi-
mentation serves to generate the estimates of QUICK for this
comparison: QUICK is run as an active learning method (i.e.,
not all the labels are used) and its estimates are stored. The
third part of the experimentation compares the estimates of
QUICK against CART and passiveNN with respect to a
number of error measures (see Section 4.4 for the details of
the used error measures) evaluated according to an appro-
priate statistical test. The comparison performed in the third
part of the experimentation shows whether QUICK is
comparable to supervised learners such as CART and
passiveNN, i.e., its purpose is to reveal whether the data
reduction proposed by QUICK comes at the expense of
higher error rates or whether QUICK performs as well as
CART and passiveNN when finding the essential content of
the data. The details of these steps are:
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1. Generate baseline results by applying CART and
passiveNN on the entire training set. The algorithms
are run on the entire training set and their estima-
tions are stored. We use 10-way cross validation:
a. Randomize the order of instances in the dataset.
b. Divide dataset into 10 bins.
c. Choose 1 bin at a time as the test set and use the
remaining bins as the training set.
d. Repeat the previous step using each one of the
10 bins in turn as the test set.
2. Generate the active learning results by running
QUICK. At each iteration, first the features are
selected and the active pool is populated with
training instances in the order of their popularity.
Training instances outside the active pool are
considered unlabeled and QUICK is only allowed
to use instances in the pool. Train and test sets are
generated by 10-way-cross validation.
Before a training instance is placed in the active
pool, an expert labels it, i.e., the costing data are
collected. When the active pool only contains one
instance, the estimates will all be the same. As
the active pool is populated, QUICK has more
labeled training instances to use.
3. Compare baseline to active learning. Once the execu-
tion of the algorithms is complete, the performances
of QUICK, passiveNN, and CART are compared
under different performance measures. The QUICK
estimates used for comparison are the ones gener-
ated by the active pool at the stopping point. An
important point to note here is that QUICK has no
relation to the derivation of the baseline results for
passiveNN and CART. It is true that QUICK makes
use of k-NN methods in its execution; however, the
derivation of baseline passiveNN and CART are
separate procedures from the derivation of QUICK.
In the comparison phase, the results of these
separate procedures are compared. Another point
to note is that QUICK only uses the selected
features (from the first execution phase) to decide
which instances are to be labeled and placed into
the active pool.
4.4 Performance Measures
Performance measures comment on the success of a predic-
tion. A variety of performance measures are used in the
software engineering literature, none of which are endorsed
across the whole community. Rather than entering into that
debate, we assess our methods w.r.t. multiple measures.
Let xi and x̂i be the actual and predicted values for test
instance i, respectively. The absolute residual (AR) is the
difference between predicted and actual:
ARi ¼ jxi  x̂ij: ð2Þ
The MRE measure is the ratio of the AR to the actual effort:
MREi ¼





A related measure is the magnitude of error relative (MER)
to the estimate:
MERi ¼





The overall average error of MRE can be derived as the
mean or median magnitude of relative error measure






MdMRE ¼ medianðallMREiÞ: ð6Þ
PRED(25) is the percentage of predictions falling within











For example, PRED(25) = 50 percent implies that half of the
estimates fall within 25 percent of the actual values [38].
The mean balanced relative error (MBRE) and the mean









Performance measures should be supplemented with
appropriate statistical checks (otherwise, they may lead to
biased or even false conclusions [39]). We use the Wilcoxon
signed-rank test (95 percent confidence). Wilcoxon is more
robust than the Student’s t-test as it compares the sums of
ranks, unlike student’s t-test, which may introduce spurious
findings as a result of outliers in the given datasets.
Nonparametric tests like Wilcoxon are also useful if it is not
clear that the underlying distributions are Gaussian [40].
Using Wilcoxon, we generate win, tie, and loss statistics
via the procedure in Fig. 11. We first check if two
distributions i; j are statistically different; otherwise, we
increment tiei and tiej. If the distributions are statistically
different, we update wini; winj and lossi; lossj after compar-
ing the performance measures.
Note that, to make the case for QUICK, we do not need to
show that an active learner generates better estimates.
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Fig. 11. Comparing algorithms (i; j) on performance (Perfi; Perfj). The
“better” predicate changes according to Perf, e.g., for MRE, “better”
means lower values, whereas for PRED(25), “better” means higher
values.
Rather, we can recommend QUICK if its estimates are no
worse than other approaches (caveat: just as long as it does
so using less project data). Hence, we report the following
experiments in terms of losses since if two methods M1 and
M2 lose at equal frequency, then there is no case where Mi is
overall worse than Mj.
5 RESULTS
5.1 Estimation Performance
Fig. 12 shows a sample plot for a representative dataset
(shown is the desharnais dataset). It is the result of QUICK’s
synonym pruning (four features selected for desharnais)
followed by labeling N 0 instances in decreasing popularity.
Following is the reading in Fig. 12:
. The Y -axis is the logged MdMRE error measures.
The smaller the value, the better the performance.
. The line with star dots shows the error seen when
the ith instance was estimated using the labels
1 . . . ði 1Þ.
. The horizontal lines show the errors seen when
estimates were generated using all the data (either
from CART or passiveNN).
. The vertical line shows the point where QUICK
advised that labeling can stop (i.e., N 0).
. The square-dotted line shows randNN, which is
the result of picking any random instance from the
training set and using its effort value as the estimate.
Three observations of importance from Fig. 12 are the
1) the reduction in the number of instances required, 2) the
reduction in the number of features, and 3) the estimation error.
With a fraction of the instances and the features of the
original dataset, QUICK is able to get as low error rates as
CART and passiveNN, which both use the entire dataset.
Furthermore, we have seen that the observed effect of
QUICK is not random, as randNN has a much higher
prediction error. To observe QUICK’s performance com-
parison on other datasets, we will not use Fig. 12 any more
due to two reasons: 1) Repeating Fig. 12 for 7 error measures
 17 datasets would not fit into the current draft; 2) more
importantly, Fig. 12 does not tell whether differences
are significant, e.g., see Tables 5 and 6 which show that the
performance differences of QUICK compared to passi-
veNN and CART are not significant for the desharnais
dataset. Therefore, we provide a summary analysis in the
following sections.
5.2 Reduction in Sample and Feature Size
Table 4 shows reduction results from all 18 datasets used
in this study. The N column shows the size of the data
and the N 0 column shows how much of that data was
labeled by QUICK. The N
0
N column expresses the percen-
tage ratio of these two numbers. In a similar fashion, F
shows the number of independent features for each dataset,
whereas F 0 shows the number of selected features by
QUICK. The F
0
F ratio expresses the percentage of selected
features to the total number of the features. The important
observation of Table 4 is that given N projects and
F features, it is neither necessary to collect detailed costing
details on 100 percent of N nor is it necessary to use all the
features. For nearly half the datasets studied here, labeling
around one-third of N would suffice (the median of N
0
N for
18 datasets is 32.5 percent). There is a similar scenario for
the amount of features required. QUICK selects around
one-third of F for half the datasets. The median value of F
0
F
for 18 datasets is 38 percent.
The combined effect of synonym and outlier pruning
becomes clearer when we look at the last column of Table 4.
Assuming that a dataset D of N instances and
F independent features is defined as an N-by-F matrix,
the reduced dataset D0 is a matrix of size N 0 by F 0. The last
column shows the total reduction provided by QUICK in
the form of a ratio: N
0F 0
NF . The rows in Table 4 are sorted
according to this ratio. Note that the maximum size
requirement (albrecht dataset) is 32 percent of the original
dataset and with QUICK we can go as low as only 4 percent
of the actual dataset size (nasa93).
From the above result, we are able to conclude that the
reduced datasets (D0) proposed for discussion adequately
represent all the project cases available in the dataset, given
the resultant differences are statistically insignificant. Our
only explanation for the success of such a method (using
such tiny regions of the original data) is that the essential
content of effort datasets can be localized in just a few rows and
just a few columns. Then: 1) Elaborate estimation methods
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Fig. 12. Sample plot of a representative (in this case, desharnais)
dataset showing the stopping point (the line parallel to the y-axis at
x ¼ 19) and MdMRE values (logged with base 10 for easier visualiza-
tion). Note that QUICK uses only the fou selectedr features of desharnis
dataset, whereas other methods use all 10 of the features.
TABLE 4
The Number of Selected Features (F 0) and
Selected Instances (N 0) of a Dataset D
with N Instances and F Independent Features
This table is sorted by the last column.
will learn little more than simpler ones (since there is so
little to find); 2) we can recommend simpler methods (e.g.,
QUICK).
5.3 Comparison QUICK versus CART
Fig. 13 shows the PRED(25) difference between CART
(using all the data) and QUICK (using just a subset of the
data). The difference is calculated as PRED(25) of CART
minus PRED(25) of QUICK. Hence, a negative value indicates
that QUICK offers better PRED(25) estimates than CART.
The left-hand side (starting from the value of 35) shows
QUICK is better than CART, whereas in other cases CART
outperformed QUICK (see the right-hand side until the
value of þ35).
From Fig. 13, we see that 50th percentile corresponds to
around a PRED(25) value of 2, which means that at the
median point the performances of CART and QUICK are
very close. Also note that 75th percentile corresponds to less
than 15, meaning that for the cases when CART is better
than QUICK, the difference is not dramatic. Our results
show that the value added in using all the projects and
features is limited. A QUICK analysis of just a small
percentage of the data can yield estimates as good as the
more complex learners like CART.
5.4 Detailed Statistical Analysis
Tables 5 and 6 compare QUICK to passiveNN and CART
using seven evaluation criteria. Smaller values are better in
these tables. When calculating “loss” for six of the
measures, “loss” means higher error values. On the other
hand, for PRED(25), “loss” means lower values. The last
column of each table sums the losses of the method in the
related row. If we sort the last column of Table 5, we see
that the loss numbers are very similar:
QUICK : 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 3; 6
passiveNN : 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 2; 3; 6; 6; 7:
The gray rows of Table 5 show the datasets where QUICK
loses over most of the error measures (4 times out of 7 error
measures, or more). The key observation here is that when
using nearest neighbor methods, a QUICK analysis loses
infrequently (only 1 gray row) compared to a full analysis of
all projects.
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Fig. 13. CART minus QUICK values for PRED(25) in 18 datasets.
Negative values mean that QUICK outperformed CART. The median is
only 2 percent with a small interquartile range (75th  25th percentile) of
15 percent.
TABLE 5
QUICK (on the Reduced Dataset) versus passiveNN
(on the Whole Dataset) w.r.t. Number of Losses,
i.e., Lower Values Are Better
Highlighted rows show datasets where QUICK performs worse than
passiveNN in the majority case (4 out of 7, or more).
TABLE 6
QUICK (on the Reduced Dataset) versus CART
(on the Whole Dataset) w.r.t. Number of Losses,
i.e., Lower Values Are Better
As noted in Fig. 13, QUICK has a close performance to
CART. This can also be seen in the number of losses
summed in the last column of Table 6. The four gray rows
in Table 6 show the datasets where QUICK loses most of the
time (4 or more out of 7) to CART. In just 4=18 ¼ 22% of the
datasets is a full CART analysis better than a QUICK partial
analysis of a small subset of the data. The sorted last column
in Table 6 is
QUICK :0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 1; 3; 6; 7; 7; 7
CART :0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0:
6 SANITY CHECK
As a sanity check of our results coming from publicly
available datasets, we also ran our rig on more recent and
proprietary data. Tukutuku is an active project which is
maintained by Mendes [41] and the database contains
195 projects developed by 51 web companies from
10 different countries. Projects in Tukutuku are defined by
19 independent and one dependent variables (effort in man
hours). We selected the dataset of the companies that have
at least five or more projects, which yielded a total of
125 projects from eight different companies.
In proprietary data collection, there may be a tendency
to define multiple categorical features [42]. However,
some of the features may be uniform across many
projects; hence, they do not help in differentiating projects
from one another. The Tukutuku dataset is a good
example of such a scenario. There is a variance difference
between some features in orders of magnitude. A run of
QUICK on the entire 19 features—disregarding the
uniformity of the values in some features—resulted in a
considerable performance decrease: QUICK was better
than randNN in only two out of seven error measures.
A likely route to take in such cases is to use a feature
selector such as linear discriminant analysis, wrapper, and
so on [21]. However, understanding the pros and cons of
different feature selectors, then choosing the appropriate
one can be a deterring factor for a practitioner. Instead, we
chose to use a very simple preprocessor of variance
pruning, which includes removing features that are less
than 25 percent of the median of all the feature variances.
The variance-based feature removal process eliminated 8 of
19 independent features. After removing the eight uniform
features, QUICK was statistically significantly better than
randNN in all seven error measures.
QUICK’s comparison to CART and passiveNN for eight
different company datasets is given in Table 7. For
convenience, the cases where QUICK loses for the majority
of the error measures (4 or more) are highlighted. Note that
there are only three highlighted rows for QUICK versus
CART comparison, i.e., for five out of eight companies,
QUICK is statistically significantly the same as CART. A
similar scenario is also valid for QUICK versus passiveNN
comparison, where QUICK is significantly the same as
passiveNN for five out of eight companies. Hence, if a
company is willing to invest resources 1) to collect data of
hundreds of instances and tens of features and 2) to
implement complex learners like CART, then there may be
a performance gain, e.g., the three companies out of eight
where QUICK is outperformed. However, as shown in
Fig. 13, this gain may be marginal.
Note that QUICK is an automated step of a broader
process of understanding the data so as to come up with
essential content. As we saw with the sanity check on the
Tukutuku datasets, QUICK can benefit from expert judg-
ment in certain cases where the experts manually look at the
data. In our case, we were able to identify the variance-
based filtering that removed uninformative columns. In the
broader process of understanding the data, one should also
consider the tradeoff between data collection effort and the
cost of the filtering method.
7 THREATS TO VALIDITY
A validity threat is the comparison of results against a
baseline to make sure that observed effects are nonrandom.
For that purpose, we compared the performances of
passiveNN, CART, and QUICK against randNN (as seen
in Fig. 12). We ran our standard check (which is used to
produce Tables 5 and 6) and found out that randNN
performs much worse than other methods. Since the
comparison results are very uniform and uninformative,
we only provided our comments.
Using data from a single source makes replication of
research easier. It also exposes datasets to a wider audience
so that likely errors in the datasets can be exposed more
quickly. However, it also bears certain problems for
different user groups:
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TABLE 7
QUICK’s Sanity Check on Eight Company Datasets
(Company Codes Are C1;C2; . . . ;C8) from Tukutuku
Cases where QUICK loses for the majority of the error measures (4 or
more) are highlighted.
1. Why collect data: For most companies, putting
together scattered information into a software effort
dataset requires extra effort. Unless user groups in
companies are given explicit outcomes for their
effort, this difficulty is likely to pertain. See [43] for a
sample solution.
2. Data privacy: Another concern for the companies is
exposing their proprietary information. This issue
calls for data anonymization techniques in SEE.
3. Proprietary-right period: For research labs, sharing
data can mean giving up the exclusive right to
publish results from that dataset. The solution to that
problem can be to define a proprietary-right period.
4. Dataset aging: The age of the datasets is another
concern that lacks consensus. From a practitioner’s
point of view, there is limited value in using old
datasets as they may no longer represent current
standards. There are two likely solutions to handle
the aging issue: 1) don’t use datasets older than a
certain amount of time; 2) identify the projects from
older datasets that are still relevant for the current
context. The first option is somewhat inefficient as it
disregards all the instances of a dataset and is in
disagreement with the transfer learning literature
[44], [45], [46], which states that it is possible to
transfer data between different contexts and time
frames. The second option can be facilitated by
transfer learning methods that can identify which
instances can be transferred to contemporary con-
texts, i.e., which projects are still relevant. To the best
of our knowledge, the only work that has previously
questioned transfer learning between different time
frames is that of Lokan and Mendes [47], [48]. Lokan
and Mendes [47] found by filtering chronological
sets of instances that time frame divisions of
instances did not affect prediction accuracy. In [48],
they found that it is possible to suggest a window
size of a time frame of past instances which can yield
performance increase in estimation. They also note
that the size of the window frame is dataset
dependent. Building on the prior findings to provide
evidence of knowledge transfer through time frames
can address the ageing issue of SEE datasets to a
certain extent.
Another validity issue that should be mentioned is the
use of pairwise comparisons to compare a large number of
methods. This is an issue that poses a validity threat to a
large number of SEE studies, including our research. Mittas
and Angelis [49] note the problem with such pairwise
comparison-based tests in their recent study. They describe
the issue of Type-I error inflation inherent in pairwise
comparisons and provide an alternative technique to assess
multiple SEE methods. We expect more future work in this
promising direction of addressing the threats of the
pairwise tests.
The use of experts in an active learning guidance
system is another validity threat. The assumption regard-
ing experts is that they are able to collect and provide the
actual effort value of the training set upon a query from
QUICK. In an actual environment, it is hardly the case that
experts can perfectly collect the actual effort value; it
would be another estimate which deviates a certain
amount from the actual effort. Since QUICK would use
these nonactual, expert-estimated effort values for estima-
tion, QUICK’s estimates would be erroneous by a certain
fraction right from the start. An intuitive way to model this
deviation is to use a probability distribution function, say a
normal distribution with a mean of 5 and a variance of 3,
i.e., Nð5; 3Þ. Assume (for the sake of an intuitive example)
that QUICK asked the experts for the actual effort of a
training instance, whose actual effort value is 47 man
months and also assume that Nð5; 3Þ (which models expert
error) returned the value of þ4 for that particular case.
Then, the value returned to QUICK by the experts would
be 47þ 4 ¼ 51 and QUICK would be ð5147Þ10047 ¼ 8%
erroneous right from the start. This toy example can be
extended in any number of ways to come up with
interesting future work.
Note that keeping only the features with a popularity of
zero may mean loss of information in certain scenarios. As
part of an in-progress study, we are questioning QUICK
variants where we observe the sensitivity of discarding
synonyms with varying numbers of popularity. Our initial
results show that including more synonyms does not
provide a significant performance increase. Hence, our
intuition is that there may be scenarios where discarding
synonyms with popularity of greater than zero would mean
loss of information. On the other hand, we did not yet
detect such a scenario.
A threat to the validity of the results presented in this
study is the particular choice of the error measures.
Although we make use of a large sample of error measures
based on the prior SEE research, the majority of the error
measures are based on the relative error, e.g., MMRE,
MdMRE, and Pred(25) are calculated using MRE. Among
the seven error measures, only MAR is based on the
absolute error. Absolute error measures are gaining more
attention from the research community, e.g., Shepperd and
MacDonell’s [50] recent work proposes a new evaluation
criterion based on absolute error. Note that we compare
QUICK to CART and passiveNN on the majority vote of the
seven error measures employed in this study and the choice
of error measures (absolute or relative) may have an impact
on the results. Although the error measures mostly give the
same decision (see high sum-of-loss values in Tables 5 and
6), there are also cases where there seems to be disagree-
ment (e.g., sum-of-loss values of 3 or 4). Also, we are unable
to observe a certain pattern where a success or failure
according to a certain error measure would certainly
indicate the same or opposite scenario for another error
measure. Therefore, inclusion of more absolute error-based
error measures into the analysis and investigating the
relation between decisions of different error measures
(particularly absolute versus relative error) could be a good
future direction.
8 DISCUSSION
An important point in this research is how our results
apply to contemporary commercial software development
environments. We provide a discussion on the “age issue”
of SEE datasets in Section 7. Building on that discussion,
we should note that our datasets serve two different
purposes: 1) proof of concept and 2) applicability of results.
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The older datasets (e.g., cocomo*, nasa*, desharnais*) serve
purpose #1 more—proof of concept. Function points and
COCOMO are standard methods that can be used to collect
data of contemporary projects. However, one can hardly
say that software projects collected with these methods
decades ago are the perfect representatives of the con-
temporary development environments. A perfect case in
this issue would be to use QUICK from scratch on
proprietary data. A practitioner willing to get a hint of
the results regarding such a perfect case should consider
the datasets closer to his/her own domain.
8.1 Need for QUICK-Like Methods
To understand the industry needs for QUICK-like auto-
mated methods to assist in reducing the complexity of data
interpretation, we interviewed a total of five practitioners.
Each of these practitioners apply data mining to real-world
software engineering data and has years of experience in
collecting data as well as building estimation methods. Our
interviews revolved around the question of whether the
automated data reduction methods like QUICK could offer
any value added.
A benefit of QUICK-like methods as identified by
multiple interviewees is their ability to reduce the number
of projects and features to be discussed in a client meeting
or in a Delphi commission. Given the complexities of real-
world data and given the finite time for meetings with
clients or other experts, it is impossible to discuss all aspects
of all parts of all the data. QUICK-like methods can assist
experts by providing essential content to be discussed. A
further benefit that was identified comes from the fact that
the data collection cost of features differs. For example, it
was noted that collecting the actual effort value (i.e.,
dependent variable information) is far more costly than
collection of independent variables, e.g., analyst capability
or lines of code information. QUICK can identify essential
projects for which an effort value is to be collected. Also, the
cost of getting accurate data is one of the biggest cost factors
in the data collection activity, e.g., one of the interviewees
supports this idea with an example of $1.5M spent by
NASA in the period 1987 to 1990 to understand the
historical records of all their software in support of the
planning activities for the International Space Station.
QUICK can reduce the associated cost by identifying the
subset of projects for which data need to be collected,
instead of collecting the data of all the projects.
8.2 Application
A final, yet important, point of discussion that we would
like to raise is the application of QUICK in an industry
environment, i.e., how an industry practitioner can use the
proposed approach. An example application process would
be as follows:
1. Identify dependent and independent variables.
2. Decide the importance and easiness to collect of the
independent variables.
3. Start collecting important and easy-to-collect inde-
pendent variables.
4. Run QUICK to decide which of these features to keep.
5. Run QUICK to find popular projects, i.e., which
would be used by ABE0-1NN.
6. Collect dependent variables of only the projects
marked in the previous step.
9 FUTURE WORK
An interesting future direction may be the investigation of
QUICK’s effect on the linear regression methods, i.e., how
the coefficients, the fitting, and the prediction accuracy of a
regression method would be affected by the features and
the instances chosen by QUICK.
QUICK uses distances between features after normal-
ization. However, there are other alternatives that can be
used for selection of features. For example, promising
future work would be to investigate the effect of using a
correlation coefficient-based feature selector in the synonym
pruning step of QUICK.
10 CONCLUSION
The goal of this research is to investigate the essential
content of SEE datasets and make recommendations
regarding which estimation methods (simple or complex)
should be favored. We define the essential content as the
number of F 0  F features and N 0  N instances required
to hold the information of a dataset.
Our results show that the essential content of SEE
datasets is surprisingly small. Even the most commonly
studied datasets (e.g., the nasa93 dataset which could be
summarized by only 4 percent of its actual size) can be
summarized by a small portion of their features and
instances. We also see that such a reduction protects the
estimation performance. The implications of our research is
twofold:
1. SEE datasets can be reduced to small essential
content and, fortunately, simple methods are still
able to perform well on the essential content.
2. QUICK can help to identify the important features
and instances.
One final note: It would be inappropriate for this study
to stop further research on complex SEE methods. It is
tempting to increase the complexity of learners (e.g., use of
a number of learners from machine learning). However,
research on complex methods needs to discuss the value
added in using such learners. In this paper, we show that at
least the SEE datasets used in our research have small
essential content and the value added in using complex
methods is limited.
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